CCHP Current Laws and Reimbursement Policy Map Functionality
Keyword Search:
•

Keyword search always defaults to list/detail view with map collapsed.

•

If a user selects no filters and clicks search, all results will display by state in
alphabetical order with “load more” button at bottom of page.

•

If a user searches by a keyword and clicks search, the results will show the map
collapsed with no states highlighted and a list of all results displayed by state in
alphabetical order with “load more” button at bottom of page.
Example: A user searches the word, Medicaid. The map stays collapsed and no state
becomes highlighted. You then see the results below.

•

If a user searches by a keyword, then clicks the map to expand, it defaults back to the
filter search.
Example: If you perform a keyword search for Medicare, the map will be collapsed, but if
you expand the map, the left hand sidebar will switch to the filter search option. The
results at the bottom will still be displayed until another search is made.

•

If a user selects a keyword and there are no results, collapse map and display
messaging around “there are no results, but try another keyword.”

Filtered Search:
•

If a user searches for a specific state by clicking on the state on the map, the U.S. map
will collapse with that state highlighted and show the results. The dropdown menu will
change to reflect the selected state.
Example: A user clicks on Texas on the map. This is the only selection they have made.
The map is collapsed, but Texas is highlighted on the small collapsed map and the
dropdown menu changes to show Texas has been selected.

•

If a user selects a different state from the dropdown menu, the map will remain collapsed
with that state highlighted and show the relevant results in a list format.
Example: A user selected Texas, but now they want to select Virginia. They can either
expand the map and select VA or select it from the dropdown. Either way the map then
collapses and gives results for VA with VA highlighted in the smaller map.

•

If a user expands the map and selects a different state, the map will collapse again with
that state highlighted and show the relevant results in a list format.
Example: A user selected Texas, but now they want to select Virginia. They can either
expand the map and select VA or select it from the dropdown. Either way the map then
collapses and gives results for VA with VA highlighted in the smaller map.

•

If a user selects a topic with no state selected in the dropdown menu (regardless of
whether or not a category is chosen), the map changes to show color coded results and

stays expanded with results below. Information will be displayed for all 50 states and DC
in alphabetical order by state, with no additional filtering.
Example: A user selects Live Video Reimbursement in the topic dropdown. The map
changes in color and stays expanded to show what states allow this. Allowed will be on
or active color and not allowed will be white/greyed out.
•

Note: Color coding is reliant on topic. So whether or not a category is chosen or not is
irrelevant as long as the state dropdown is on all 50 States and D.C and a topic is
chosen that has those types of results.

•

Note: Receiving no results is not reliant on category. It is reliant on the state and topic
combination.

•

If a user selects a state after getting a map with color-coded (topic level) results, the map
collapses to show an all grey map with just that one state highlighted and the results
below filtered by selected state and selected topic.
Example: A user selects all 50 states and D.C. in the dropdown and clicks Live Video
Reimbursement in the topic dropdown. The map changes in color and stays expanded to
show what states allow this and which ones don’t with results below. They then choose
California on the map. The map collapses to an all grey map with just CA highlighted
and the results below. If the user clicks on the map to expand it, it shows CA highlighted.

•

If a user leaves the state dropdown defaulted to all 50 states and D.C. (regardless of
whether or not a category is chosen) and then selects a topic that does not have a
colored coded map result, the map collapses with no state highlighted and shows results
below.
Example: A user selects all 50 states and D.C. and then Prescribing as their topic. The
map collapses and stays all grey with the results below.

•

If a user picks a topic and a state (regardless of whether or not they chose a category)
and there are no results, the grey map collapses with no state highlighted and shows "no
results" below.
Example: A user selects Virginia and then Prescribing as their topic. The map collapses
and stays all grey with the "no results" below. OR A user selects Virginia, Professional
Regulation/Health & Safety, and then Prescribing as their topic and there are no results,
the map collapses and stays all grey with the “no results” below.

•

If a user picks a category but does not select a state or a topic, map collapses and
results for all states with that category are displayed.
Example: A user selects Private Insurance from the category dropdown. The map
collapses and status all very with results listed in alphabetical order by state below.

•

If a user picks a state and a category, map collapses with state highlighted and shows
results for that state/category in the results list.
Example: Arizona is selected and Private Insurance is selected from the drop down
menus. The map collapses with state highlighted and results for Private Insurance in
Arizona are displayed below.

•

If a user selects a category and a topic that has a color coded map attached to it, the
map expands with the color coded results and displays results below.
Example: A user selects Medicaid Telehealth Reimbursement and Live Video
Conferencing and the map expands to show colored coded results and a list of results
displayed for Medicaid Telehealth Reimbursement and Live Video Conferencing
alphabetical by state.

•

If a user selects a category and a topic that does not have a color coded map attached
to it, the map collapses with no state highlighted and displayed results below.
Example: A user selects Professional Regulation and Online Prescribing and the map
collapses with no state highlighted and results displayed for Professional Regulation with
Online Prescribing alphabetical by state.

